Clear Creek High School Choir

Steps To Learning All-State Music
In General
●
●
●

●

Be very thorough when going through these steps. For example, can’t get past step 5? Do not
move on to step 6. It will only make things more difficult down the road.
If you are struggling on any step, isolate specific problem spots. Break down tough rhythms or
intervals.
For any step that requires singing or chanting, see if you can successfully perform that step 3
times in a row without any errors. This can help ensure that you are truly able to advance to
the next step!
And remember, ALWAYS sing with the desired tone and vowel!

Without practice Tracks
1. Write in the solfege for the entire song.
2. Write in the counts for the entire song. Or just the tricky sections if you don’t need the counts
entered for every note.
3. Sing the song on solfege without paying attention to rhythm. Learn the notes and intervals but
not with the rhythm.
a. You can find your starting pitch from your practice tracks or a piano app.
4. Chant the entire piece on counts. Isolate any rhythms that you have trouble with.

With Vocal Demonstration Track
Most of the steps below will not sound exactly like the vocal demonstration track. Sing along to your
vocal dem. track as a tool to better solidify pitch and rhythm.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Sing the song on solfege with the correct rhythm.
Sing the song on a neutral syllable (like “doo” or “dah”) with the correct rhythm.
Chant the text of the song in rhythm. Do not sing any notes.
Identify the correct vowel for each syllable, and write it in above or below each note.
Sing the song just on vowels to better focus on the correct vowel shape. No consonants.
Sing the song on text with the correct rhythm.
Figure out the appropriate places to take a breath or to not breathe.
a. Never breathe in the middle of a word and try to breathe at the end of phrases or
where there is a punctuation mark. Mark where you are breathing.
b. Mark where you are not breathing to remind yourself when singing.
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12. Observe the dynamics of the piece.
a. Sing the song while paying attention to the changes in loudness or softness.
b. You can also add in musicalty (crescendos decrescendos, etc) for expressive purposes.

With Piano Accompaniment Track
Some of the steps below are the same as the previous steps with the vocal demonstration track. The
vocal demonstration track is a crutch. You may find it harder to do some of the next steps without a
voice singing along with you.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Sing the song on solfege with the correct rhythm.
Sing the song on a neutral syllable (like “doo” or “dah”) with the correct rhythm.
Chant the text of the song in rhythm. Do not sing any notes.
Sing the song on text with the correct rhythm.
a. Are you still observing your breaths and no-breaths you marked in?
b. Are you still following the marked dynamics and expressive markings?
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